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I. INTRODUCTION

Ideal hydro with averaged initial states:

[Niemi, KJE, Ruuskanen, Phys.Rev.C79:024903,2009]

Bulk pT-spectra OK…

[Niemi, PhD thesis, 2008]

MB v2(pT) at low pT ~OK… Integrated v2 ~ok…

- hydro v2 here computed w.r.t. reaction plane

- 1 hydro run with <b> for each centrality class

- one should reproduce v2 and pT spectra simultaneously

LHC

RHIC



[Niemi, PhD thesis, 2008]

… but details of v2(pT) reveal  problems

i) Clear deficit in central collisions

 EbyE hydro with initial state fluctuations 

should help – increases v2; how much?

ii) Shape & centrality dependence not

satisfactory – towards non-central collisions,

pT-slopes too steep & 

v2(pT) increases too rapidly

 If fluctuations increase v2, then

doesn’t the situation get only worse?!

iii) hydro v2 computed w.r.t. reaction plane, 

or w.r.t. to participant  plane [Hirano&Nara]

but not event plane as in the exp’s

-- is this good enough?

 Need genuine EbyE hydro for a

consistent comparison with v2 data

 With EbyE hydro, can also study the 

correspondence of RP, PP, EP

charged



Over the last years, great effort in developing viscous hydrodynamics
[Romatschke & Luzum, Heinz & Song, Dusling & Teaney, group at Frankfurt, …]

[R&L,Phys.Rev.C78:034915,2008]

 Even a small viscosity can considerably decrease v2

 Before viscosity can be meaningfully extracted from elliptic flow, 

v2 has to be defined consistently with the experimental analysis

 Need genuine EbyE hydro simulations

EbyE hydro studies:
Y. Hama, T. Kodama, and O. Socolowski, Jr., Braz. J.Phys. 35, 24 (2005)

Andrade, Grassi, Hama, Kodama, Socolowski, Jr., Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 202302 (2006)

Andrade, Grassi, Hama, Kodama, Qian, Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 112301 (2008)

Petersen, Bleicher, Phys. Rev. C79, 054904(2009), Phys. Rev. C81, 044906 (2010)

Werner, Karpenko, Pierog, Bleicher, Mikhailov, (2010), 1004.0805 [nucl-th]

(early work: EbyE ”hot spot” hydro by Gyulassy, Rischke, Zhang, NPA613(1997)397)



II.  Our framework for EbyE hydro

A. MC Glauber model (=simplest possible)

In a colliding nucleus

- distribute nucleons independently,

according to 2-parameter WS

 nucleon overlap & correlations ignored

- finite size of nucleons ignored

WS parameter tuning not needed now 

Nucleons collide if [Alver et al. Phys. Rev. C77, 014906 (2008)]

42 mb for RHIC

Impact parameter between the CMs of the nuclei

sampled from dN/db ~ b in the range 0 ≤ b ≤ 20 fm



Centrality classes determined  via Npart

[arXiv:1007.0368 [hep-ph]]

within each centrality class

both b and Npart vary 



B. Initial density profiles

Distribute energy density around centers of wounded nucleons, 

smear with a 2D Gaussian  in the transverse plane

- cannot allow too sharp peaks – need σ to enable hydro

- σ is a free parameter – take 0.4 fm & 0.8 fm = O(                              )  (& CPU)

- K fixed to EKRT entropy  for σ=0.4 fm, b=0 (aver. IS)

 total energy/rapidity unit in each event is independent of σ

Examples from b=0 events  [H. Holopainen]



C. Hydrodynamics

- ideal 2+1 D hydro, solve by SHASTA 

- longitudinal boost symmetry, Bjorken flow

- net baryon number = 0

- EoS = Laine & Schröder [PRD73(2006)085009], m<2 GeV

- initial time 0.17 fm [a la EKRT, see PRC72(2005)044904] for all events; 

- initial (vx,vy)=0

- freeze out at Tdec=160 MeV ( fit pions)

[start Hannu’s simulation]

[H. Holopainen]

[H. Holopainen]
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D. From hydro to final state particles

- first, compute thermal distributions 

and multiplicities by Cooper&Frye,

- then sample this for N particles in |y|≤0.5

- then let PYTHIA6.4 do the strong & e.m. decays

E. Event statistics
- 500 hydro runs for each centrality class

- use each of these 20 times  10k events (checked with 250x40 also, is OK)

= ~5h with 100 parallel supercomputer prosessors at CSC — IT Center for Science

(usually fewer processors available, but done in one night)

Compare with 1 hydro run with an average initial state (= sum over 20k IS),

making 10k events from this.  

[H. Holopainen]



III. Results: pT spectra 

pions OK protons not so bad, either

- fluctuations increase pT>1.5 GeV yield (large P gradients, recall the developing ”horns”)

- σ affects mainly pT>1.5 GeV spectra: stronger smearingless flowsteeper spectra

- do not aim at (density profile, Tdec) fine tuning here; v2 study seems meaningful

with Tdec=160 MeV

[H. Holopainen][arXiv:1007.0368 [hep-ph]] 



IV. Elliptic flow (v2) analysis

Event plane method 
[from Poskanzer & Voloshin, PRC58(1998)1671]

Determine 

1. event flow vector (n=2)

2. event plane angle (n=2)

3. ”observed” v2

Over all particles in one event,

autocorrelations removed by 

excluding i from Q2

Not yet the physical v2; 

depends on # particles in each event,

(y-acceptance) 

[H. Holopainen]



4. Correct v2(obs) using event plane resolution (n=2)

not known; In our case, this would 

be the average event plane obtained 

in each event by generating infinitely 

many final states from one hydro run

5. Use 2-subevent method [from Poskanzer&Voloshin]

- divide each event into equal subevents A & B

- event plane resolution                                                                 we determine this

- assuming Gaussian fluctuations around the true event plane, P&V may write

with 

from                which we know

The physical 

v2{EP} quoted 

by exp. – now can 

compare 1-to-1 !



V. Results: v2 from EbyE hydro

= Answers to the problems i-iii:

i. Nomore deficit in central collisions

ii. v2(pT) shape and centrality 

dependence now OK at pT<2GeV! 

iii. v2 has to be defined  as in the 

exp analysis – the reference 

plane and corrections do matter!

- v2{RP} is wrt reaction plane, 

EbyE, no R2 corrections applied

- each panel: v2{RP,ave} from one 

hydro run with an aver. initial state

Observations

1. EbyE hydro results for the 

v2{EP} reproduce the data well !

2. R2 corrections sizable but 

recall: v2{obs} unphysical

3. v2{RP} close to v2{RP,ave}

4. Also in non-central collisions 

v2{RP} stays below the data

 with MCG & smearing, initial 

profiles flatter and less eccentric

than optical Glauber eWN

 v2{RP,ave} < v2{RP,ave;eWN}

 room for fluctuations and 

R2 corrections to increase v2!

[arXiv:1007.0368 [hep-ph]] 



v2 is conveniently insensitive to smearing:

Also integrated v2{EP} from 

EbyE hydro agrees with the data…

[arXiv:1007.0368 [hep-ph]] 

…while v2{RP} from 

smeared eWN falls below  

– fluctuations are a significant effect



Answer to a question we were asked:

also protons v2{EP} comes out ~OK

[H. Holopainen]

1.0 1.5



VI. Initial eccentricity, participant plane & v2

To quantify initial spatial eccentricity, compute [Alver et al., PRC77(2008)014906]

where

New (x’,y’) axes which maximize the eccentricity

’ ’

’’

Participant plane angle

over ε in our case



Elliptic flow vs. eccentricity from EbyE hydro

v2{EP}/ε{PP}

v2{RP}/ε{RP}

Similar scaling laws 

 reference plane definition

is important also here

[arXiv:1007.0368 [hep-ph]] 



Event plane vs. participant plane?

Replace Fig.7 in [arXiv:1007.0368 [hep-ph]] by this 

In central collisions

EP & PP not correlated

In non-central collisions, 

correlation exists – but 

is it weaker than 

(at least we)  expected ? 

EbyE hydro v2{PP} is 

under study, more next time… 



VII. Conclusions

Using EbyE ideal hydrodynamics with MCG-generated 

fluctuating initial density profiles, we have

- simultaneously reproduced the measured magnitude, centrality dependence 

and the pT shape of charged-particle v2(pT) up to pT~2 GeV

 large effects from fluctuations especially in central collisions!

- reproduced also the measured pion pT-spectra quite well (even up to pT~3 GeV),

although no finetuning  (initial profile, Tdec, K, tau0) was done

- demonstrated the importance of using the same v2 definition as in the data analysis

 reference plane matters & corrections in obtaining physical v2 can be large

- shown that in central collisions PP and EP are not correlated

- demonstrated that 

EbyE hydro with initial state fluctuations is required before

viscosity can be reliably determined from elliptic flow data


